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(Communicated by Roe Goodman)

Abstract. We compute the cohomology of the maximal nilpotent Lie algebra

of an affine Lie algebra g with coefficients in modules of functions on the circle

with values in a representation space of g. These modules are not highest

weight modules and are somewhat similar to the adjoint representation.

Introduction

Let g be a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra, b a Borel subalgebra

of g, and n+ c b the maximal nilpotent ideal of b. The Bott-Kostant Theorem
for Lie algebra cohomology is the following.

Theorem [K]. Let V be an irreducible representation of % with dominant highest

weight and n a maximal nilpotent subalgebra ofg. Then dim if'(n ; V) is equal

to the number of elements of length i in the Weyl group of g .

Consider the affine infinite-dimensional graded Lie algebra g = g ® C[i, t~x]

corresponding to g, with g,■■ = g ® ? . There are at least two analogues of the

above Theorem for affine algebras. The most direct analogue is the following:

if V is an irreducible representation of the current algebra g with dominant
highest weight and n+ is a maximal nilpotent subalgebra of g, that is,

ft+ = (n+ <g> 1) © (g <8> t) © (g <g> t2) © • • • ,

then dimü'(ñ+; V) is equal to the number of elements of length /' in the

Weyl group. This Theorem was proved by Garland in 1975 [G] and Garland

and Lepowsky in 1976 (see [GL]). The proof is similar to that of the finite-

dimensional case.

In this paper we present the proof of a different analogue of the Bott- Kostant

Theorem obtained jointly with Feigin and announced in [FF]. Namely, we com-

pute the cohomology of ñ+ with coefficients in modules of functions on the
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circle Sx with values in a representation space of g. These modules are not

highest weight modules and are somewhat similar to the adjoint representation.

Results

Let F be a representation of g, A a C-algebra, and cp:<C[t, t~x] —► A a

homomorphism. Let us define a representation of § on V ® A by

(x <2> f)(v ® a) = x(v) ® cp(f)a,

where x £g, v £V, f £ C[t, t~x], and a £ A.
Consider two special cases for A and cp :

(a) A — C[t, t~x] and cp — id. In this case denote the module V <g> A by

V. It consists of rational functions C -» V that are regular outside the
origin.

(b) A = C and cp(f) — f(l). In this case denote the module V ® A by
Vi.

Note that the map assigning to a function C -» V its value at 1 defines a

homomorphism K -» Fj. The space F is endowed with an obvious module

structure over the algebra C[i, t~l], and it is easy to see that multiplication

by an element of C[i, i_1] is a g-endomorphism of the g-module V . Finally,

note that F is a graded g-module, that is, V - 0,ez V¡, with V,■■ = V ® V''.

First we will compute the cohomology of fi+ with coefficients in V. The Lie

algebra n+ is a graded subalgebra of g, and F is a graded g-module and n+-

module. Denote by C*(A+ ; V) the cochain complex of n+ with coefficients in

the n+-module V. The complex C*(fi+; V) and the cohomology H*(n+; V)
are graded by weights. To state this, we introduce the notation

C(*m)(ft+ ; V) = 0Hom((A9n+)r, Vr+m),
r€Z

where

(AfMr = Afft+n ((§)«+J

and

(®A+)   =     ©    ((A+)r,® ■••®(ft+)rf).

\ / r       ri+-+r,=r

In this notation the grading is

C*(n+;F) = 0C(*m)(n+;F)

and, similarly,

ü*(ñ+;F) = 0/i(*w)(ñ+;F).
m€Z

Lemma 1.  ü*m)(ñ+ ; V) =i H*(n+ ; Vx) for all me Z.

Proof. The composition of mappings

C(*m)(n+ ; V) -U C*(n+ ; V) -U C*(n+ ; Vx),
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where i is the embedding and s is induced by the homomorphism V ->• Vx,

is obviously a complex isomorphism.

Moreover, the isomorphisms

Vi = V®t' ^ V®ti+X = Vi+X

define a g-isomorphism t : V —> V of degree 1, which generates an action of

C[t, r1] in V and in i/*(ñ+; V). Evidently, t maps ü*m)(ñ+; V) isomor-

phically onto i/,*m+1)(ñ+ ; V). Hence we have

Lemma V.  H*(n+ ; V) 3 C[t, t~x] ®c ü*(ñ+ ; F,).

Now let us compute the cohomology ü*(ñ+ ; Vx). Introduce the subalgebra

g[t] = g <8> C[i] of g. In the following we will identify g with g ® 1 c g[i].
The Lie algebra n+ is embedded into g[i], and Vx is naturally endowed with

a g[i]-module structure.

Theorem 1. We have the following isomorphism of cohomology spaces:

ü'(ft+ ; Vx)   -^—* 0 ü"(ft+ ; C) ® ü«(g[í], g ; F,).

Proo/. We begin the proof, which will take most of this paper, by introducing

two subalgebras of g. The first is

g = (í-l)g©(í-l)2g©---

consisting of loops cp(t) which vanish at 1, and the second is

ñ = ñ+ il g.

Note that g[r] = ñ+ + g. Let G be the compact connected, simply connected

Lie group, corresponding to the compact real form of g. Next we need the
following theorem.

Theorem 2. We have

H*(ñ) =■ H*(ñ+) ® H*(g) ® H*(ÍIG),

where ÇIG is the loop space of G .

Proof. Since we have the embeddings

A+

flW

0
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with g >-► g[t] >-> g, we also have the diagram:

C>+)

C'(g[t})

C*(g)

Consequently,

C*(n) = C*(n+)®c.(0W)C*(g),

where the tensor product is taken in the category of differential algebras. In

such a situation there exists an Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, connecting

these four differential algebras. Its second term is

E2 = T0TH.m)(H*(û+),H*(g)),

and its limit term is H*(ñ). We know that H*(g[t]) S H* (g) (see, for ex-

ample, [F]). On the other hand, since H*(g) acts trivially on H*(g) and also
on H*(ñ+), we conclude that the composition ü*(g) -+ H*(n+) -* ü*(fi+) is
trivial. So we have

Ei = TorH.(a)(H*(ri+),H*(g)) & tf*(ft+) ® H*(g) ® ToTH.,9)iC C).

On the other hand,

TorH.{e)(C,C)=ïH*(£ÎG).

Indeed, the cohomology algebra of g with trivial coefficients coincides with the
cohomology algebra of G, and by the Hopf Theorem it is commutative and free

(see [S]). Using the computation of Tor^(C, C) for the free commutative alge-

bra A ([M, Proposition 7.3] and see also [A]) and the connection between the
cohomology of G and CIG, we get the isomorphism Tor^(C, C) = H*(SIG) :

H*(g) = f\(ea, s "dk ) >

where eaj £ Ha>. So with the mapping G —» QG we have

TorA>-.**>(C, C) = S*(cQl_,, ... , cak-x),

where degca¡_i = a, — 1. The generators of the cohomology are the homotopy

groups. To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we will need the next proposition.

Proposition 1. The spectral sequence degenerates, namely, its second term E2
coincides with the limit term £00 •

Proof. We shall indicate explicit cocycles of C*(ñ) which represent the gener-

ators of E2 . For this we apply the continuous cohomology theory. Let n(0, 1 )

be the Lie algebra of infinitely differentiable functions /: [0, 1] -» g such that

/(0) £ n and /(l) = 0. Denote by C*(0, 1) the complex of cochains of
n(0, 1), continuous in the C°°-topology. Let a be a generator of H*(g) and
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a a cochain representing a. For p £ [0, 1] denote by cpp the homomorphism

ñ —► g, "the value at p ":

cpP((t-l)gl , (t~ l)2g2, ...) = J>" 1)WS«.
m

Let ap = <p*á, ap £ C*(0, 1). Choose ä in such a way that an = "i = 0 • Let

p/0, 1 ; then we can define the cochain §§(/>), where x is the coordinate on

[0, 1]. It is shown in [F] that §§(/>) is a coboundary: §§G?) = ôco(p), where ô

is the differential in C*(0, 1). Indeed, let Kp (p ^ 0) be the cochain complex

of ñ with support at p. It is proved in the same paper that the cohomology
of Kp is isomorphic to H*(g). The complex Kp is a Wx -module, where Wx

is the Lie algebra of formal vector fields at the point p. But ü*(g) is finite

dimensional and Wx has no nontrivial finite-dimensional representations. We
conclude that if v £ Kp and ôv — 0 then |^ is the differential of some other

cocycle V £ Kp .

This means that

ap - aq = 6 j   coix) dx.
Jq

In particular, ô ¡Q a>ix)dx = 0. Suppose that a' = J0 co(x)dx. The cochain

a' represents a nontrivial cohomology class of ñ.
The Lie algebras r\+ and g = (t - l)g © (t - l)2g © ■ • ■ are graded. Similarly,

the cochain complexes are also graded. Note that the cochain complex K0

of n(0, 1) with support in 0 is isomorphic to 0,-C*(n+) and the cochain

complex Kx with support in 1 is isomorphic to ©,C(*(g). It follows from this
that the cohomologies of K0 and Kx are isomorphic to H*(n+) and H*(g),
respectively.

Recall that ü*(g) is isomorphic to the free graded commutative algebra with

generators ¿Ji, Ç2,... , with deg^ = 2k + 1. Using the above construction, let

us assign to each £, a representative cocycle ¿j,'.

Lemma 2. The space ü*(ñ) is generated by the cohomology classes of cochains

of the form u A v A ̂ (¿jj, t\'2, ...), where u £ K0 and v £ Kx are cocycles
corresponding to the elements of H*(ñ+) and H*(q) , respectively, and P is an
arbitrary polynomial with generators £|, Q > • • • •

The proof of Lemma 2 follows from the construction above for continuous

cohomology (a similar argument in a more difficult situation was used in [FR]).

In particular, we have an explicit construction of cochains, representing the gen-

erators of E2 in the proof of Theorem 2, surviving until £00 • Thus, Theorem

2 is proved.

We now return to complete the proof of Theorem 1. We want to prove the
isomorphism

H*(g[t],g; Vx)®H*(ñ+;C)^H*(ñ+; Vx).

Consider the Serre-Hochschild spectral sequence associated with the algebra n+ ,
its ideal ñ, and the module Fi . The Lie algebra ñ acts on Vx trivially. The
second term of this spectral sequence is

E'2j = ü'(ñ+/ft ; W(a ;VX)) = ü'(ft+/ñ ; W(ñ ; C) ® F,).
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But by Theorem 2, this is the same as

Ü' ( ft+/n,    0   HP(n+) ® H*ig) ® H'iClG) ® Vx j .
\ P+9+r=l /

Since ñ+/ñ = g, we get that E2 is then isomorphic to

IP iß, C) ® [ü*(ñ+) ® H*ig) ® iT(QG) ® V{\» ,

where [   ]B denotes the invariant space.
Let us note the following facts:

(a) g acts on i/*(n+) trivially (this action is extended by the projection
ft+ —► g to the canonical action of n+, and a Lie algebra acts trivially on the

cohomology of itself).
(b) g acts trivially on Ü*(QC7) = Torff.(9)(C, C).
These imply that

E'2j = H\g) ® j    0   (üp(ñ+) ® H"ií\G) ® [tf'(g) ® K,]») J
\p+q+r=j J

and

[H*ig)®Vx]° = H*ig[t],g;Vx).

The differentials act in the following way.
(i) Differentials on i/*(n+) ® H*ig[t], g ; Vx) are zero. We have the map

H*in+)®H*ig[t],g; Vx) -^H*in+; Vx).

Thus, elements of the left side survive in E^ .

(ii) Differentials on

H*ig) ® H*iClG) = /\*{ea,} ® S*{ca¡_x}

map the generators of the algebra i/*(QG) into the generators of ü*(g) (the

differential maps c„(_i i-> ea/ ).

Consider the Serre path fibration EG —* G. Since the paths are contractible,

H°(EG) = C and H'iEG) = 0 for i > 0. In addition, we have H*ig) =
H*iG),so

H*iG)®H*iÇlG)   converges to   H*iEG)^C.

Then it follows that the spectral sequence converges to H*in+)®H*ig[t], g; Vx).

Thus our spectral sequence is the product of ü*(ñ+)®ü*(g[í], g; Vx) with the

spectral sequence of the Serre path fibration EG -» G. This completes the
proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. i/'(fi+ ; g) = C[t, t~x] ®c ü'_1(n+) far any nonnegative integer i.

Proof. Let V = g as in Lemma 1'. Then Lemma 1' implies that i/'(n+; g)

is a free C[t, i_1]-module of rank equal to dim/f'(rt+ ; Vx).

The cohomology of n+ with trivial coefficients is known (see [GL]). Using

this result, it is not difficult to find the cohomology H*itg[t]) of the algebra

tut] = ig® t)<$>ig® t2)® ■■■ (see also [G] and [GL]; the proof in [GL] is
basically the same as the proof of the cohomology result of rt+ with trivial co-
efficients). We need only the following fact. The space H*itg[t]) isa g-module
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and HomB(g ; i/'(íg[í])) = 0 if *' / 1 and is equal to C if / = 1 (see [L]). Since
ü'(ß[i], 0 ; V) =*. Hom0(F ; ü'(íg[í])), this gives us that ü'(g[í], g ; g) = 0 for
i t¿ 1 and is equal to C for i = 1. After this, it is enough to apply Theorem 1

to find that i/'(rt+ ; Vx) = ü'-1(ñ+).
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